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Position applied for: CID Investigations Administrator (Police Staff) – Reference: 3811 
 
Please complete all sections and answer every question on this form in black ink. Please limit your answer 

to the word count in brackets after each question.   

 

Part A – Personal Details 
 
Title: Prof, Dr, Mr, Mrs, Ms, Miss     
 
Surname: Ryan   Forenames: Amy, Elizabeth  
 
Address: My Aunt’s spare room and tray table in Slough, Berks  Date of Birth: The 80s 
 
Home Telephone: Can’t remember Work: Lost my job after a mental meltdown  
       
Mobile: Lost that, too Email:  Don’t trust the Internet. It’s probably evil.  

Period of notice in present post: Can start immediately but you should know that I haven’t 

left my Aunt’s house for over a year now so this is an application to work from home.    

Are you over 16/under 65? Mentally, 12. Physically, I’m the right side of 26.   

Are you in good health? (If not, please give details):  

 Well now, there’s a question. I am a depressive, agoraphobic and for six months I’ve 

had a rash on both my arse cheeks in the shape of Italy when I clench. It itches all the time. 

The GP came and said it’s stress due to my condition. Stress due to my condition! Can you 

believe that? He then asked me how things were going.  

 Talk about opening a can of worms! He had to sit there nodding with discomfort 

while I explained how I was fine if you ignored the fact I could barely get near the front door 

without thinking I’m about to drop dead.  

 He stopped me there to prescribe cream for my rash. I asked if the cream would help 

with the stress due to my condition. He laughed. It wasn’t a good laugh to hear from a doctor.  

 Other than my rash, I’m in decent physical condition but I’ve put some more weight 

on recently. On the plus-side, I solved my first murder.  
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Section B – Skills and Attributes 

1. What attracts you to a career with the Police? (200 words)  
   
 I love cop shows. Mainly the golden oldies where detectives did good old-fashioned 

police work rather than all this CSI crap. That’s what I did. I figured out Mr Dhatt killed his 

daughter through pure deduction.  

 See, the Dhatts are devout Muslims, and Samia, the daughter, has been dating Paul 

Keller, an infidel. Dating an infidel is a big no-no for Samia because her dad is a massive deal 

at the Mosque and very traditional - you should stick to your own kind. But everyone around 

here knew what was going on with Samia and Paul except Mr Dhatt.  

 And then, the other night my Aunt heard the family having a blazing row – 

screaming, shouting; the works. A few hours later, I was sneaking a smoke in the garage and 

noticed hushed voices and someone digging with a spade in the Dhatt’s back garden.  

 The next day, Samia mysteriously disappeared to Pakistan, Mr Dhatt didn’t go to 

work, and Mrs Dhatt rolled-up on our doorstep looking like the walking dead. I’ve 

subsequently deduced that Mr Dhatt killed Samia and buried her body, and I’m going to 

prove it on this application form.  

 

2. What key skills would you bring to the CID Investigations Team? (200 words)   
   
 I can sense bullshit at twenty paces. I have a nose for sniffing it out. I used to be quite 

clever, too. Once upon a time, I was a paralegal and had no trouble doing what ordinary 

people do.  

Then my parents died and my world fell apart. So I started to eat and eat and eat. And 

when I wasn’t eating, I was thinking about what I would eat next, and the old mind, body and 

spirit grew fat and lazy, and fried on enough Cadburys to kill a small elephant.  
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 But I’m definitely getting better if you ignore the agoraphobia. Go back a year and I 

would have liked the idea of solving a murder, but wouldn’t have had the motivation to get to 

the bottom of Samia’s disappearance.  

 

3. Describe a complex task where you had to understand and interpret information 

from a variety of sources (400 words).  
 

 I’ll explain why I became suspicious of Mr Dhatt. The first whiff of foul play arrived 

when Mrs Dhatt rocked up the day after the argument and asked my Aunt for a lift.  

 This wasn’t normal. She’d had lifts before but only when my Aunt offered. She’d 

never actually asked for one. And the poor woman looked a wreck, mumbling something 

about problems with the buses.   

 I smelled a rat and phoned the bus company. I was told the service was running fine. 

Out of curiosity, I dialled the Dhatt’s home number. It was picked up by the machine. Out of 

more curiosity, I got the number of the Post Office where Mr Dhatt worked, and phoned 

asking to speak to him. I was told he had called in sick.  

 Now my bullshit-o-meter was off the scale. Mrs Dhatt hadn’t mentioned her husband 

being unwell, which I was sure she would have done if there wasn’t something dodgy going 

on.  

 I noted everything down in my journal and watched an episode of Columbo to keep 

me in the investigative mood. I didn’t draw any conclusions until my Aunt arrived home and 

spilled the beans about Samia going off to Pakistan.  

 Now, I wasn’t exactly the girl’s best friend but she was a good egg and brought round 

magazines. She wouldn’t have left without saying goodbye.  

 I bombarded my Aunt with questions about when exactly she had travelled and why, 

and got so flustered, I was forced to take a Valium.  
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 Somewhere in my drug-addled state, I made a plan to use the Dhatt’s front door key 

entrusted to us to go and take a look in Samia’s room. I was convinced her clothes would still 

be there and given five minutes, I’d find her passport.  

 On the drugs, it was easy to drift outside and search our neighbour’s property. In the 

sober light of the next day the prospect of leaving the house still broke me. For the 

investigation to continue, I needed an assistant. 

 

4. Give an example of when you have been a member of a team. Describe the role you 

played and explain how you co-operated with others in the group (250 words).  

  
 I teamed up with Tarquin, a local kid from our street, to prove Samia hadn’t gone to 

Pakistan. I brought him up to speed and explained that we needed evidence to show Samia 

couldn’t have left the country. 

 My role was leadership. Tarquin is a nice lad but he is not the sharpest eleven-year 

old. He’s chunky like me, and gets bullied for bring a bit slow, which is why I’ve sort of 

adopted him recently.  

I ran through the plan thirty times before I trusted his nodding.  

  “Any questions?” I asked. 

 I handed him the key. We had the perfect opportunity. Mrs Dhatt was out shopping 

and Mr Dhatt was either ill in bed or on the run.  

   “I find Samia’s room and take photos of her clothes for proof,” Tarquin answered, 

obviously still unsure. 

  “Yeah, and check anywhere you might keep a passport.” 

  Tarquin swallowed. “Yep, OK.” He looked like he had a question. 

  “Say now if you have a question, Tarquin,” I said. 

  “You really think Mr Dhatt killed Samia?” he asked, horrified.  

  “Yes! Isn’t it obvious?” I snapped and ran through the evidence again.  
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Tarquin was shuffling from one foot to the other at the end. He had another question.  

  “What?” I said, losing patience.  

  “Can I be Batman?” he asked.     

 

5. Give an example of when you have used your communication skills to influence a 

group or individual. (250 words).  

 
 While Tarquin changed into his crappy Batman costume, I had a brainwave. I dug out 

an old hands-free kit for a mobile phone and set it up so I could talk him through the search 

on my Aunt’s cordless.    

 Once wired for sound, I took up position at my bedroom window where I had a clear 

view of the Dhatt’s front door.  

 Tarquin slinked up to the house in his ridiculous outfit and disappeared inside.  

  “OK. What do you see?” I asked, unable to hide my excitement. 

  “It’s just like your house.” 

  “I reckon Samia has the same room as me. Head there.” 

 I listened to the ruffle of the Batman mask climb the stairs.  

  “You’re right, Amy,” Tarquin said. “It is the same room.”  

  “Check the wardrobe,” I instructed, no longer paying attention to the front door.  

  “It’s full of her clothes!” he squealed.   

  “Get the photos!” I matched his pitch. “And look for the passport!”  

  “Yeah, I know.” I could tell he was still moving around. 

  “And make sure...” My attention briefly returned to the front door in time to see it close. I 

froze, unable to speak.  

 Tarquin kept up a commentary: 

  “Passport’s not in the dresser… Not next to the bed... hold on, there’s another drawer… It’s 

here!! I’ve found it! I’ve…” 
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 My wits returned.   

  “Tarquin!” I screamed but it was too late. There was a commotion in the background.   

  “WHAT ARE YOU DOING?” Mrs Dhatt shrieked. “GET OUT!! GET OUT!!” 

 

6. Describe a work task or complex project that did not go according to plan. Explain 

how you attempted to recover the situation. (250 words) 
 

 I made a lame-arsed attempt to come to Tarquin’s aid. I thunder-thighed down the 

stairs and into the hallway with so much momentum my chubby digits didn’t pause to panic 

on the door latch. Before I knew what was what, I was confronted by a mild rainy day.  

 I tensed. My rash clenched into the shape of Italy, and the memory arrived…  

 …Normal me with my humdrum boyfriend, in his ordinary car at an average set of 

traffic lights on a mundane Sunday morning.  

My mobile phone rang. I answered it. A man spoke with a thick accent. I was close to 

hanging up when I heard their names: Andrew and Juliet Ryan.  

I was told about the bomb in their hotel room in Egypt and started to pee. Pee full and 

proud through to the upholstery of my humdrum boyfriend’s ordinary car at an average set of 

traffic lights on a mundane Sunday morning…  

 ...I slammed the door and shivered in a heap on the floor. Soon, I remembered there 

was only one option left. One inevitable option.  

 I dragged myself to the stairs; I heaved my body up to the landing; I hauled my 

carcass across the floor to my dresser. I finally reached salvation:   

My stash of Dairy Milk.         

 

7. The community and customer focus are at the heart of police values. Give an example 

of when you’ve had to deal with an irate customer? (300 words) 
 

 I fessed up to everything when my Aunt got home. I concocted a tall-tale that I’d sent 

Tarquin over to fetch a magazine. I didn’t mention Samia’s murder and I already knew 
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Tarquin had kept stum. He’d called me after taking a serious bollocking, shaken, but proud as 

punch that he had found the passport.  

 Of course, my Aunt hit the roof. She summoned Mrs Dhatt for me to apologise in 

person.  

 It was awkward. We stood in front of each other, me in my customary loose fit 

pyjamas, smelling of peach soap from a shower I had snuck in after my chocolate binge; Mrs 

Dhatt in her orange sari with the hint of wonderfully-spiced chicken about her. She looked a 

mess and probably didn’t want to be apologised to as much as I didn’t want to apologise.  

 I performed on cue. I told her how sorry I was, and drew encouragement from the 

words being so apt. I fought the urge to throw my arms around her neck and tell her how I 

shared her pain.  

 Mrs Dhatt accepted my apologies with mumbled thanks. My Aunt added about a 

hundred more sorrys as she led her to the hallway.  

  “Is Samia enjoying Pakistan?” I couldn’t resist.  

   Mrs Dhatt froze. “Very much enjoy Pakistan,” she answered weakly. 

  “And is Mr Dhatt feeling better?” I was on a roll.  

  A flash of horror crossed her face. “Mr Dhatt no problems,’ she said, not covering the lie 

well. I’m still not sure how my Aunt missed the fact we were both fighting back tears.       

 

8. What do you see as your key development needs? (250 words) 
   
 I would like to be able to leave the house to go and buy a pint of milk again. Simple. 

Buy milk and solve crimes for a living, that’s the life for me. And seriously, if it helps sway 

your decision at all, investigating Samia’s murder is the first thing I’ve been any good at in 

ages.  
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Applicant declaration  
 
I confirm that the information given in my application is true and complete. (I enclose the 

pictures from Tarquin’s phone and a map to where Samia’s body is buried. I am available 

for witness and job interview at your convenience.) 

Signature of Applicant:  Amy E. Ryan       Date: 26/06/2010  
 
Printed Name: AMY ELIZABETH RYAN 
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